The Dog Lover. Sara Gold is a rising star at the United Animal Protection Agency (UAPA), a major animal rights organization that conducts animal rescues and lobbies for better animal welfare laws. Handpicked for a major assignment, Sara goes undercover as a college intern to infiltrate a suspected “puppy mill” run by the enigmatic Daniel Holloway.

Running Wild tells the story of a young widow trying to save her ranch following her husband’s fatal car crash. She creates a convict rehabilitation program, working with a herd of wild horses that have wandered onto her property. She did not anticipate the greed, bureaucracy and vanity that she must overcome to heal the convicts, the horses and ultimately herself.

DIRT. 17-year-old Dez Truss is caught boosting cars for an auto-theft ring and is given one last chance to set his life straight by a compassionate mentor Captain Freeman. Freeman introduces Dez to former professional racecar driver-turned-team owner Rick Radden, who agrees to house and supervise Dez for the summer in exchange for manual labor. To avoid jail time and keep his 12-year-old sister out of the foster system, Dez begins working for Team Radden.

Pray For Rain. A young New York journalist, Emma Gardner, returns to the idyllic Central California farming community where she was raised, only to find it has been ravaged by drought and has become a place ruled by gangs, violent threats and greed. She is forced to investigate the suspicious circumstances of her father’s death even though it puts her in great danger.

American Wrestler: The Wizard is based on a true story of a teen who escapes during the Iranian revolution with only his life, immigrates to Northern California, faces racism, bullying and general American hostility due to the American hostage crisis in Iran. Against the odds, and surpassing the community’s expectations, Ali succeeds in becoming a State Wrestling Champion.”

Check Your VOD Listings and Now Available on DVD for Purchase at Your Local Walmart.